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ABSTRACT
Big data is used to store bulk amount of data. Hadoop
processing system involves large data to deal with and
offers scalable and distributed storage. In every minutes
and seconds, large data is generated, with the generation
of large data they required to be store in a safe and
secure manner. As data, leakage is common in Hadoop
Distributed File System so security methods need to be
implemented in scenario. Existing work uses ARIA and
AES algorithm and faces the issue of memory overheads
and extra computation time. The drawbacks of existing
work are overcome in presented work by replacing AES
with Blowfish algorithm and ARIA by RC6. And also
serve with high security architecture.
Keywords: Hadoop, ARIA, Blowfish, Rc6, Security, Big
Data

[1] INTRODUCTION
Figure 1: Evolution of Big Data
Big data comprises of data, which is in structured and
unstructured format. A massive data with different file
formats are stored in Big Data. Hadoop provides with a
platform to deal with bulk data by offering them scalable
and distributed storage area. Case study on big data says that
it is a never-ending deal of data evolution, which is too vast
and big. Large data is complex to handle and care of with
creating complicated environment. Even security becomes
complicated for big data to encrypt due to vulnerable
environment for attackers.
Big Data is described in the form of V’s:
Volume: Quantity of data, which defines its size.
Variety: Type and nature of data. Data is in which format,
either structured or unstructured.
Velocity: Velocity defines the speed of data at which it is
generating.
Veracity: Data quality and data value for accurate analysis.
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Hadoop Ecosystem:
Hadoop ecosystem is a framework to solve the issue of big
data. Hadoop component together combined to form Hadoop
Ecosystem. These components are as:












MapReduce: is used for distributed processing
YARN: YARN stands for yet another resource
negotiator
Pig and Hive: Gives SQL data warehouse
framework for data query and analysis
HDFS: Hadoop Distributed File System
Oozie: Workflow & Job Scheduling
Zookeeper: Managing cluster & coordinator
Mahout, Spark: Machine Learning
HBase: NoSQL database
Sqoop: Data integration
Ambari: Management & Monitoring.
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Figure 2. Hadoop Ecosystem
Figure 3: Existing Architecture

ARIA:
ARIA is developed by the researchers of South Korea in
South Korea, in the year 2003. They invented this algorithm
for security of data and this algorithm is selected as the
standard of cryptographic in the year 2004 by the
government of Korean in Korea agency for technology and
standard.
ARIA algorithm performs XOR operation with
block size of 128 bit and key length of 192, 256 bit. It
protects and secure data. In presented work, HDFS is used
for data storage and scheme designed in such a way that
ARIA and BLOWFISH is used to form security architecture.

S. Ghemawat et al. In [2] described about storage of data in
file format. Every format of data is consisted in big data,
either structured or unstructured. Big data manages and
stores data in a consequent manner. With it author also
described Hadoop framework, which comprises of HDFS
and MapReduce.
Seon Young Park et al. In[3] abstracted the security of data
in Hadoop distributed file system. For this Hadoop requires
a proper method to secure data. Security, management,
processing and analytics are integrated and comprised in
secure method. Some of the factors which security methods
consist of is protection of data, visibility, access control,
lifecycle, distributed system.

[2] RELATED WORK
Youngho Song et al. In[1] proposed work using ARIA,
which is a Korean government algorithm. He used ARIA
with AES algorithm for securing leakage of data. AES is the
standard data encryption algorithm, which supports ARIA
using HDFS data encryption scheme. Blocks are split and
then on it encryption and decryption is performed using
ARIA and AES.

Mathur et al. [4] introduces security algorithm and apply it
on plain text for evaluating computation time and different
plain text input. Author introduces comparison of different
encryption decryption algorithms like AES, RC6,
BLOWFISH, DES.
Daesung Kwon et al. In[5] proposed ARIA which is based
on SPN_structure, ARIA is a 128 bit block cipher which
uses XOR operation with 16 × 16 binary matrix. Using
ARIA does not create any duplicacy key issue because it is
always applied with XOR.
Zerfos, Petros et al. In[6] elaborated data protection
technique like encryption and decryption. HDFS security
requirement and data protection can be achieved using some
encryption techniques in Hadoop system. This technique for
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encryption is best for the security of any data. Author
proposed about the system for which security can be
established. For the Hadoop-as-service, a secure system is
developed, which author proposed it as a Secure Distributed
File System for data at rest.

[3] PROBLEM STATEMENT
Security is must whenever talking about data storage. In
Hadoop data is stored in HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File
System). Process follows as: operating system request
hardware for storage and then that dataset is stored in
HDFS.

Figure 5: Master-Slave system
When data is stored in HDFS, it acts as a single file system
and does not have any security or privacy parameter to
secure stored data. Free storage facility is provided by
HDFS to store data, as it is general so internal safety is the
big question. Internal safety can be explained by example:
C1 is the client and C2 is another client. C1 and C2 both
fetches data from HDFS, so it might be possible that C2 can
grab C1’s data. This is based on security of your data by
using your own security algorithms.
Boundaries of existing Work:

Figure 4: Data storage in Hadoop
Whenever clusters are formed in Hadoop, master node, slave
node 1 and slave node 2 is required. They all work as single
system, when they are merged the biggest problem evaluate
which is the security of data stored in HDFs.
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Existing system uses AES algorithm, which suffers
with memory overhead and extra computation time.



AES encrypt every block data in the same way.



HDFS suffers with the issue of security and privacy
because data stored in it is not secure.
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[4] PROPOSED SOLUTION



BLOWFISH perform better as comparison to AES.

Hadoop does not secure your data and if Hadoop do so, then
it has its own encryption algorithm to secure data and can
decrypt that data using decryption algorithm.



Key size increase up to 448 bits.



Improves computation
overheads.

time

and

memory

[5] CONCLUSION
Concluded work satisfies the author by replacing AES with
Blowfish and ARIA by RC6. As existing work is
implemented using AES algorithm with ARIA and face
multiple issue of time and memory with security. So
Blowfish and RC6 will be implemented in presented work to
define high security algorithm using Hybrid Architecture.
Security architecture is proposed in solution section where
client uploads data in HDFS using security algorithm and in
return gets cipher text.
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